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The COVID-19 crisis has exerted far-reaching impacts on both community and global levels, 

necessitating novel social development strategies. In Europe, issues like loneliness and social 

breakdown have exacerbated post-pandemic. Within this context, art therapists have emerged 

as vital contributors to community well-being. Utilising innovative techniques and settings, 

they have expanded the scope of art therapy practices and adapted to the exigencies of the 

crisis. Professional associations have further supported these practitioners through webinars 

and supervision groups, facilitating considerable development in community art therapy. 

The focus of this paper is to present social developments following our recent publication, as 

well as an overview of social art therapy theory, an emerging field that synthesises community 

evaluation, systemic approaches, and social strengths into a coherent epistemology. As the 

acute phase of the pandemic subsides, the art therapy community faces a crucial moment to 

develop and codify this practice-based knowledge. This endeavour entails a thorough 

integration of various components, including setting, the role of art and therapists, ethical 

considerations, and evaluation methods. Such integration provides a comprehensive 

framework that equips art therapists to tackle community crises effectively, in collaboration 

with other professions like nursing and psychology. 

Models from social work describe frameworks responding to community crises requiring a 

collective, transformative orientation instead of individualistic interventions. This aligns with 

broader social paradigms like post-structural, critical feminist and radical post-humanist 

theories, which are not yet dominant in art therapy but are essential for extensive social 

engagement. Thus, the paper aims to articulate and ground these developments within a 

theoretical framework influenced by social theories of community and art therapy. 
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See also: Huss, E., Havsteen-Franklin, D. (2023). Developing a theory of social art therapy: 

Insights from the context of crisis. The Arts in Psychotherapy, 85, 102066. 
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